ABSTRACT: Big data is a term utilized for huge informational indexes that have more changed and complex structure. These attributes normally correspond with extra troubles in storing, examining and applying further methods or extricating outcomes. Notwithstanding, there is a conspicuous inconsistency between the security and privacy of big data and across the utilization of big data. This paper concentrates on privacy and security worries in big data. There has been various security safeguarding systems created for security insurance at various stages (for instance, data storage, data generation, and data processing) of a big data life cycle. The objective of this paper is to give the privacy protection and security in big data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the improvement of informatization and systems administration prompt hazardous development of data. As per measurements, 2 million clients are utilizing Google's web search tool in consistently, Facebook clients share 4 billion assets consistently, Twitter prepare 340 million tweets consistently. At the same time, the vast measure of data are delivered ceaselessly in logical estimation, restorative administrations, fund, retailing. 8ZB data will be generated in 2015. The diary Science distributed a comparable issue about data handling. More exercises were completed in IT industry. The reuse of big data was centered on continuously, the potential estimation of big data are mining. At introduce, the improvement of big data still faces numerous issues, Security and privacy issues is one of the key issues that individuals recognized widely, currently, people's each word and activity on the web are recorded by businesses, including shopping propensities, companions contact circumstance, perusing propensities, seeking propensities, etc. Number of cases demonstrates that even after a substantial number of safe data is gathered, individual privacy will be uncovered. Truth be told, the security ramifications of big data are more widely, the danger individuals confronted, is not constrained to break of individual privacy, as other information, big data is confronting numerous security dangers amid capacity, handling, transmission, and so forth. In the distributed computing, security and privacy insurance in big data period is more troublesome than in the past (such as data security in distributed computing, and so on.). In the distributed computing, the specialist co-ops can control the capacity and operation of data. Nonetheless, clients still have some approach to ensure their own data, for example, data stockpiling and security figuring through specialized methods for cryptography, or operational natural security through trusted processing mode. And with regards to big data, many organizations is a maker of data, as well as store chiefs and clients of data. Therefore, only by simple specialized intends to restrict the organizations to utilize client's information, user privacy assurance is to a great degree troublesome. Right now, numerous associations have understood the security issues of big data, and make a move to focus on big data security issues. In 2012, the cloud security organization together (CSA) shaped a big data working gathering, went for discovering answers for data focus security and privacy issues. In this paper, in view of checking the exploration circumstance of big data, analyzes the security difficulties to big data, talks about the key innovation ofthe current big data security and privacy insurance.
Privacy and security concerns:
Privacy and security as far as big data is a critical issue. Big data security display is not recommended in case of complex applications because of which it gets crippled as a matter of course. Be that as it may, in its nonattendance, data can simply be traded off effectively. Accordingly, this area concentrates on the privacy and security issues.

Privacy - Data privacy is the benefit to have some control over how the individual data is gathered and utilized. Data privacy is the limit of an individual or gathering to prevent data about themselves from getting to be noticeably known to individuals other than those they give the data to. One genuine client privacy issue is the recognizable proof of individual data amid transmission over the Web.

Security is the act of protecting data and data resources using innovation, procedures and preparing from:- Unauthorized access, Disclosure, Disruption, Modification, Inspection, Recording, and Destruction. Privacy versus security Data privacy is centered around the utilization and administration of individual data—things like setting up approaches set up to guarantee that shoppers’ close to home data is being gathered, shared and used in proper ways. Security focuses more on shielding data from malevolent assaults and the abuse of stolen data for benefit. While security is major for ensuring data, it’s not adequate for tending to privacy.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Big data [2, 7] particularly refers to data sets that are so huge or complex that conventional data preparing applications are not adequate. It’s the substantial volume of data both structured and unstructured that immerses a business on an everyday premise. Because of late innovative advancement, the measure of data created by web, long range interpersonal communication destinations, sensor systems, social insurance applications, and numerous different organizations, is radically expanding step by step. All the huge measure of data delivered from different sources in various organizations with fast [3] is considered as big data. The term big data [4, 5] is characterized as “another era of advancements and models, intended to financially isolate an incentive from expansive volumes of a wide assortment of data, by empowering high-speed catch, disclosure and investigation”. On the introduction of this definition, the properties of big data are reflected by 3V’s, which are, volume, velocity and variety. Later investigations called attention to that the meaning of 3Vs is deficient to clarify the big data we confront now. Along these lines, veracity, value, variability, validity, venue, vagueness, and vocabulary were added to make some supplement clarification of big data [6]. A typical subject of big data is that the data are various, i.e., they may contain content, sound, picture, or video and so on. This contrasting characteristic of data is meant by assortment. So as to guarantee big data security, different components have been created as of late. These systems can be assembled in light of the phases of big data life cycle [1] i.e., data storage, processing, and generation. In data generation stage, for the assurance of security, get to limitation and additionally adulterating data strategies are utilized. The ways to deal with security assurance in data stockpiling stage are essentially in light of encryption systems. Encryption based methods can be additionally partitioned into Identity Based Encryption (IBE), Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) and capacity way encryption. Also, to ensure the touchy data, crossover mists are used where delicate data are put away in private cloud. The data handling stage joins Privacy Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP) and learning extraction from the data. In PPDP, anonymization strategies, for example, speculation and concealment are used to secure the protection of data. These instruments can be additionally isolated into bunching, characterization and affiliation control mining based strategies. While bunching and arrangement split the information data into different gatherings, affiliation govern mining based procedures locate the valuable connections and patterns in the information data [8]. To deal with assorted estimations of big data as far as volume, speed, and assortment, there is have to plan proficient and compelling structures to handle extensive measure of data touching base at fast from different sources. Big data needs to encounter numerous stages amid its life cycle. Starting at 2012, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are made every day. The volumes of data are huge, the era speed of data is quick and the data/data space is worldwide [9]. Lightweight incremental calculations ought to be viewed as that are fit for accomplishing heartiness, high precision and least pre-handling inactivity. Like, if there should arise an occurrence of mining, lightweight component determination strategy by utilizing Swarm Search and Accelerated PSO can be utilized as a part of place of the customary characterization strategies [10]. Assist ahead, Internet of Things (IoT) would prompt association of everything that individuals think about on the planet because of which significantly more data
would be created than these days [11]. To be sure, IoT is one of the significant main thrusts for big data examination [9]. In the present computerized world, where loads of data is put away in big data's, the examination of the databases can give the chances to take care of big issues of society like healthcare and others. Smart energy big data analytics is also a very complex and challenging topic that share many common issues with the generic big data analytics. Smart energy big data involve extensively with physical processes where data intelligence can have a huge impact to the safe operation of the systems in real-time [12]. This can also be useful for marketing and other commercial companies to grow their business. As the database contains the personal information, it is vulnerable to provide the direct access to researchers and analysts. Since in this case, the privacy of individuals is leaked, it can cause threat and it is also illegal. The paper is based on research not ranging to a specific timeline. As the references suggest, research papers range from as old as 1998 to papers published in 2016. Also, the number of papers that were retrieved from the keyword based search can be verified from the presence of references based on the keywords. “Privacy and security concerns” section discusses of privacy and security concerns in big data and “Privacy requirements in big data” section covers the Privacy requirement in big data. “Big data privacy in data generation phase”, “Big data privacy in data storage phase” and “Big data privacy preserving in data processing” sections discusses about big data privacy in data generation, data storage, and data processing Phase. “Privacy Preserving Methods in Big Data” section covers the privacy preserving techniques using big data. “Recent Techniques of Privacy Preserving in Big Data” section presents some recent techniques of big data privacy and comparative study between these techniques. A great deal of research has been done on watermarking or fingerprinting mixed media information. The whole action of copyright security of numeric social databases was started by Agrawal, Haas, and Kiernan, (2003). A watermarking plan which follows up on numeric qualities just and performs bit-level stamping is depicted. The basic thought of this plan is to embed particular mistake esteems in bit positions, qualities and the tuples in the connection which are pseudo-haphazardly recognized. This bit design constitutes the watermark. The secret key and the tuple's primary key are given as contribution to the pseudo–random succession generator. Despite the Least Significant Bit (LSB) based information concealing systems being productive, the loss of watermark without much harm to the information may come about because of moving the LSB by just a single position. Sion, Atallah, and Prabhakar, (2004) utilize marker tuples for apportioning which ends up noticeably helpless against addition or erasure assaults. The position of the marker tuples is not attractive to be adjusted. Shehab, Bertino, and Ghafoor, (2008) have exhibited a strong watermarking strategy for social information that inserts watermark bits in the information insights. A compelled advancement issue is defined for watermarking where the concealing capacity is boosted or limited in light of the bit to be implanted. Hereditary Algorithm and Pattern Search streamlining systems are connected and limitations are dealt with. A watermarking/fingerprinting framework for social databases is displayed in (Lafaye, Gross-Amblard, Constantin, and Guerrouani, 2008). The ease of use limitations are determined utilizing a worked in revelatory dialect. Whole number Linear calculation and plot secure matching calculation are the two watermarking techniques characterized and Tardos code is utilized for fingerprinting. It considers nearby and worldwide limitations on information while watermark addition is finished by altering the LSB of numerical esteem. Boneh and Shaw, (1998) and (Tardos, 2008; Skoric, Tatiana, Vladimirova, Celik, and Talstra, 2008) plans might be connected to get arrangement secure fingerprints. In (Boneh and Shaw, 1998), a paired randomized code is displayed by Boneh and Shaw where a somewhat randomized internal code is linked with external code. A checking suspicion is likewise proposed where the imprint at which their duplicates concur can’t be modified by the colluders. A completely randomized paired fingerprinting code is portrayed by Tardos, (2008). This plan especially furnishes codes with short lengths. The proprietor require not know the quantity of clients ahead of time and another client can be included powerfully while utilizing Tardos code. In (Kamran, 2013), the plan created by M. Kamran et al., performs watermarking and addresses a few difficulties like strength against various assaults, learning conservation, and indicates ease of use imperatives once for all. All of multibit watermark created from date-time is embedded in each (numeric) ascribe of chose line to accomplish power even after assault on some chose piece of the dataset. Because of this 100 for every penny translating exactness is accomplished by the plan regardless of the possibility that just a single watermarked push stays in the database. Here, the creator guarantees that the deciphering exactness is free of the predetermined ease of use imperatives. Therefore, the proprietor needs to characterize the convenience limitations once for an application. A method for watermarking social databases is accordingly recommended which is strong and limits
bending. Distinctive methodologies and sorts of watermarking calculations for numeric social databases are recommended in (Khataeimaragheh, and Rashidi, 2010; Huang, Yue, Chen, He, Chen, 2009; Manjula, Settipalli, 2010; Hamadou, Sun, Shah, Gao, 2011). In (Manjula, Settipalli, 2010), a watermarking procedure versatile to added substance assault is proposed. A novel model is appeared in (Kamran, and Farooq, 2013) to consequently characterize client requirements for any information mining dataset to accomplish data safeguarding. A mystery gathering parameter is utilized for gathering the important lines and the nearby and worldwide convenience limitations are connected. The arrangement capability of the elements and a few different attributes are protected with the end goal that the mining of the datasets is not influenced. Watermark security is likewise guaranteed by checking the framework against the assaults. Some current overviews (Halder, Pal, and Cortesi, 2010; Mohanpurkar and Joshi, 2011) exhibit a survey of a few watermarking methods which apply diverse ways to deal with accomplish possession insurance. A couple of systems have endeavored fingerprinting of social databases and a not very many have guaranteed for conspiracy secure fingerprinting. Imprints are embedded in same places of various duplicates and furthermore perform bit-level stamping which have an indistinguishable detriments from said before in this segment. At the point when concentrate is on copyright security of Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) (Kamran, and Farooq, 2012) at that point the blunder inclusion ought not damage the convenience imperatives as it might bring about misdiagnosis of the malady. This misdiagnosis may prompt immense money related misfortune because of unnecessarily treatment and in the most pessimistic scenario, death toll as well. Thus data conservation by entirely holding fast to the predetermined ease of use requirements is basic on account of EMR copyright assurance. Appropriately, a novel plan proposed in (Waghmode, and Mohanpurkar, 2014) and (Mohanpurkar, and Joshi, 2015b) manages numeric databases without essential key and grouping measurements assume an imperative part. The procedure utilized as a part of (Gursale, and Mohanpurkar, 2014) and (Mohanpurkar, and Joshi, 2015a) is the place the essential key in the social databases shapes an essential info. In the strategy in exhibit paper essential key is of awesome significance. The impact of applying the novel unique mark addition procedure on (Mohanpurkar, and Joshi, 2015b) is expounded in (Mohanpurkar, and Joshi, 2015c). Agreement evasion is made conceivable in the proposed framework due to a remarkable unique mark installing strategy connected which is clarified in detail in additionally segments. The proposed framework is in this way found to give multi-crease benefits.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

To design and implement a system that can provide privacy and security to overall system in HDFS environment. With the data privacy system prevents the data from various attacks for sensitive information breaches and with the security system provides copyright protection along with traitor identification (if any).

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

![System Architecture Diagram](image-url)

Fig.1: System Architecture
Distributed computing is creating as a viable model for engaging speedy time-to-respond in due order regarding present day vast scale data concentrated applications. The benefits of this model join capable asset usage, improved execution, and ease of use through customized resource booking, bit, and data organization. Continuously, the MapReduce structure is used for acknowledging distributed computing bases, which modifies the application change prepare for exceedingly versatile figuring bases. Arranging a MapReduce setup includes numerous execution essential diagram decisions, for instance, center point handle compel and limit confine, choice of record structure, plan and distributing of data, and decision of framework topology, to name a couple. Likewise, a typical setup may incorporate tuning of numerous parameters to separate perfect execution. Aside from some site-specific encounters, for e.g. Google's MapReduce system this setup space is by and large unexplored. Regardless, assessing how applications would perform on specific MapReduce setups is fundamental, especially to optimize existing setups and building new ones. In this work, we get a diversion approach to manage examine the impact of diagram choices in MapReduce setups. We are stressed with how decisions over gathering plot, run-time parameters, multi-inhabitance and application design impact application execution. We build up an exact test framework, MRPerf, to totally get the diverse diagram parameters of a MapReduce setup. MRPerf can gauge the impact of various parts on application execution, and also get the capricious coordinated efforts between the components. We foresee that MRPerf will be used by masters and experts to perceive how their MapReduce applications will bear on a particular setup, and how they can improve their applications and stages. The general target is to empower MapReduce sending by methods for usage of MR-Perf as a feedback instrument that gives exact parameter tuning, instead of the surviving erroneous experimentation approach. The proposed framework is composed and executed to safeguard the privacy of an individual data and give security to that data in distributed database framework utilizing cutting calculation. Cutting calculation segments the data both on a level plane and vertically and safeguards preferable data utility over speculation and can be utilized for participation revelation assurance utilizing HDFS structure. This framework additionally utilizes fingerprint as security approach. At the point when data proprietor give the data in the meantime we will include a few fillers into the touchy characteristics from genuine data and make it complex which can’t use for produce Foundation Information (BK) too sham copyright moreover.

**Algorithm 1: Slicing algorithm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong></td>
<td>Data set with D, providers n, with C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong></td>
<td>Slice view (T*) with provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1:</strong></td>
<td>read data from (D up to null)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Step 2:** | for each (attributes in table)  
| | For each (tupels in tables) |
| **Step 3:** | set quasi identifier (QIfrr) and sensitive attributes (SA) |
| **Step 4:** | Apply generalization technique it will classify the tupples in QIfrr groups |
| **Step 5:** | Apply anonymization on relative information attributes |
| **Step 6:** | While (verify data-privacy(D, n, C) = 0) do  
| | if (Di → D) verified with QIfrr then  
| | add Di up to when K-anonimity  
| | else early stop |
| | Bucket(i1) → D; |
| **Step 7:** | permute the data with (I=(I( null-1))) |
| **Step 8:** | Apply Pruning on(D) |
| **Step 9:** | Apply step 1,2,3 on Bucket(i1) |
| **Step 10:** | if (C fails with (D)&& (p#1))  
| | Bucket(i2) → Bucket(i1(j)) |
| **Step 11:** | Display all (Bucket (i2)!=null) |
| **Step 12:** | end while |
| **Step 13:** | end for |

Fig 2: Slicing Algorithm
Algorithm 2: Data Partitioning Algorithm
The dataset DB is a database relation as \( DB = (P_k, A_0, \ldots, A_{n-1}) \), where \( P_k \) is the primary key and \( A_0, A_{n-1} \) are \( n \) attributes. The dataset DB is divided in \( m \) non-overlapping partitions by using hashing technique stated in Equation (1) as \( \{P_0, \ldots, P_{m-1}\} \) such that for any of two partitions \( P_i \cap P_j = \emptyset \), where \( i \neq j \). The data partitioning algorithm (Kamran, 2013) as shown in fig. 6.6 is applied to partition the dataset into groups. For each tuple \( t \in DB \), the MAC is computed to assign tuples to the respective partitions by using hash function \( H \) as:

\[
\text{Partition } (r) = H(K_s \| H(t.P_k \| K_s)) \bmod m \quad \text{………(1)}
\]

Here, ‘\( t.P_k \)’ is the primary key of tuple \( t \), ‘\( H() \)’ is secure hash function and ‘\( \| \)’ is the concatenation operator and \( K_s \) is the owner’s secret key. The hashing technique is used for dividing the dataset into \( m \) partitions. Hash method for partitioning maps data to partitions based on a hashing algorithm chosen applies to the partitioning key that is identified. The hashing algorithm evenly distributes rows among partitions, giving partitions approximately the same size. Hash partitioning is the ideal method for distributing data evenly across devices. Hash partitioning is also an easy-to-use alternative to range partitioning, especially when the data to be partitioned is not historical or has no obvious partitioning key.

**Input:** Dataset DB, Secret key \( K_s \), Number of Partitions \( m \)

**Output:** Partitioned data \( P_0, \ldots, P_{m-1} \)

**Steps:**
1. For each tuple \( t \in DB \).
2. Do partition \( r \) using equation (1)
3. Insert \( r \) into \( P_i \)
4. end for
5. return \( P_0, \ldots, P_{m-1} \)

**Fig 3: Data Partitioning Algorithm**

Algorithm 3: Threshold Computation Algorithm
The threshold value is computed using Equation (2) where \( \mu \) is the mean and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of values of attributes \( A \) in DB.

\[
T = f \cdot \mu + \sigma \quad \text{………(2)}
\]

The confidence factor ‘\( f \)’ which can have the value between 0 and 1 which is kept secret because of which it becomes difficult to guess the selected tuples. For each attribute the threshold is calculated. The attributes of a tuple having value above its corresponding threshold computed is selected for marking and union of such selected tuples is taken into consideration to form \( DB_1 \).

**Input:** Partitioned data \( P_0, \ldots, P_{m-1} \)

**Output:** Dataset \( DB_1 \)

**Steps:**
1. for \( i=0 \) to \( m-1 \) do
2. for each \( A(\text{attribute}) \in P_i \) do
3. Compute \( \mu(\text{mean}) \) and \( \sigma(\text{standard deviation}) \) on Attributes
4. Calculate \( T \) by using equation (2)
5. End for
6. End for
7. Return \( DB_1 \leftarrow R_T \)

**Fig 4: Threshold Computation Algorithm**

Algorithm 4: Hash-Value Computation Algorithm
Tuples having even hash values are selected from the data set \( DB_1 \). The MD5 hash function is applied to the data set \( DB_1 \) using Equation (3) and dataset \( DB_2 \) is obtained. This step further reduces the size of the dataset selected for marking and so leads to reduced distortion.
Even value \( r = H(\text{K}_s \parallel r \text{P}_k) \mod 2 \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots (3) \)

**Input:** Dataset \( \text{DB}_1 \)

**Output:** Dataset \( \text{DB}_2 \)

**Steps:**
1. for each \( r \in \text{DB}_1 \) do
2. Calculate even value \( r \) using equation (3)
3. if \( r==0 \) then
4. Insert \( r \) into \( \text{DB}_2 \)
5. Else do not consider tuple for fingerprinting
6. End if
7. End for
8. Return \( \text{DB}_2 \)

**Fig 5:** Hash-Value Computation Algorithm

**Algorithm 5: Fingerprint Insertion Algorithm**

The Tardos generated fingerprint bits \( b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n \) are inserted in the each partition \( P_i \). By using algorithm given in fig. 6 the fingerprint is inserted into a dataset. Fingerprint embedding function \( F^f \) is used to convert dataset \( \text{DB} \) into fingerprinted database \( \text{DB}_f \).

\[
F^f : (\text{DB}, f_c) \rightarrow \text{DB}_f \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots (4)
\]

Fingerprinting function \( F^f \) for \( i^{th} \) row and \( j^{th} \) column is

\[
F^f = \eta_{ij} + v_{ij} \quad \ldots \ldots (5)
\]

Where, \( ij \) is one instance of modification which is performed on the tuple \( i^{th} \) row in \( j^{th} \) column, computed according to \( b \) bit.

If \( b \) bit is equal to one, then \( \eta_{ij} \), subject to constraints \( U_c \) on data value \( v_{ij} \) of an attribute as

\[
\eta_{ij} = \alpha \% \text{ of } v_{ij}, \text{with } \alpha > 0 \quad \ldots \ldots (6)
\]

and if \( b \) bit is equal to zero, then

\[
\eta_{ij} = \alpha \% \text{ of } v_{ij}, \text{with } \alpha < 0 \quad \ldots \ldots (7)
\]

where, \( \alpha \) is fixed for every fingerprinted tuple and is defined by data owner/admin ad used in fingerprint decoding phase. Usability constraints are defined in terms of mean and standard deviation of attributes of \( \text{DB} \). These two measures remain approximately the same before and after fingerprinting the data.

Data manipulation vector \( (\Delta) \) is used to keep the record of transformation from \( \text{DB} \) to \( \text{DB}_f \) by adding the parameter \( \eta \) in every encoding step. The output data set \( \text{DB}_f \) is then made available for buyer. Algorithm in fig 6 represents steps involved in embedding fingerprint into dataset.

**Input:** Data set \( \text{DB} \), Data set \( \text{DB}_2 \), \( f_c \), Secret key \( \text{K}_s \), Primary key \( \text{P}_k \), BuyerID

**Output:** Fingerprinted Data set \( \text{DB}_f \)

**Steps:**
1. \( \text{DB}_f = \text{DB} \)
2. \( \text{DB}_f = \text{Get EvenHashValue Dataset(DB}_1, \text{K}_s) \)
3. for each tuple \( r \) in \( \text{DB}_2 \) do
4. select attribute pseudo randomly using secret key, primary key and buyer id
5. if \( \text{bit } b == 1 \) then
6. compute \( \eta \) from equation (6)
7. else
8. compute \( \eta \) from equation (7)
9. end if
10. \( \text{DB(temp)}(\eta + \text{DB(temp)}) \)
11. end for
12. insert \( \eta \) into \( \Delta \)
13. return \( \text{DB}_f \)

**Fig 6:** Fingerprint Insertion Algorithm
Algorithm 6: Generation of Fingerprint Bits

Fingerprint is generated by using Trados code. Fingerprinting is used to trace the guilty users who redistribute an unauthorized data. Fingerprints should be inserted into dataset such that location of it should not be revealed to traitor. A Collusion Attack, where more than two pirates compare their copies and build their own copy as they want is important and needed to be handled. For example, Consider 3 fingerprint values m1 = 0110, m2 = 1000, and m3 =1110 used for 3 buyers b1, b2 and b3 respectively. Buyer b1 and b2 compare their respective copies and modify it to build a copy where it differs. So, the fabricated fingerprint is 1110 which is actually the fingerprint for buyer b3. So it can happen that buyer b1 and b2 actually collude to pirate the database but user b3 is identified as victim after detection. To avoid accusation of such innocent users collusion-secure codes have been designed like Boneh and Shaw scheme code[1998], Tardos Scheme of B.Skoric, S. Katzenbeisser, and M. Celik [2008]. Out of these Tardos scheme is better because-

1. Codewords have small length as compared to other Schemes.
2. Number of users need not be pre-defined.
3. Implementation is efficient and simple.

Following are the steps to generate Tardos Fingerprinting code:

Two Phase Process:
1. First distributor choose the codewords distribution.
2. Fingerprinting matrix BT is built. The rows of the matrix BT are the codewords embedded into the copies that the users receive.

Phase 1:
In this phase the distributor picks a random variable for the code construction. The distributor does it in the following way:
1. The distributor picks some suitable parameter \( t_p \) where \( t_p = 1/(300c) \)
2. The distributor computes the parameter
\[
t_p = \arcsin(\sqrt{t_p}) \quad \text{.........(8)}
\]
For all \( 1 \leq i \leq N \) the distributor picks \( r_i \) uniformly at random from the interval \([t_p^1, \pi / 2 - t_p^1]\). The distributor puts \( p_i = \sin^2 r_i \) where \( 1 \leq i \leq N \) and thus \( t_p \leq p_i \leq 1 - t_p \).

Phase 2:
Fingerprinting matrix BT is built. The entries of BT are such that \( P[B_T(j,i)=1] = p_i \) and \( P[B_T(j,i)=0] = 1 - p_i \).

Table 1 shows the output of system after execution of slicing algorithms. Slicing will provide the better security than existing approach.
Fig. 8: Data Slicing Performance

Fig. 9: Data Slicing Performance on Hadoop

Fig. 10: File Uploading Time Performance on Hadoop
Table 2: Mean of Attribute values before and after fingerprint insertion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Before Fingerprinting Mean</th>
<th>After Fingerprinting Mean</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>68.8076</td>
<td>68.8097</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>70.2106</td>
<td>70.2189</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>67.5071</td>
<td>67.5127</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>69.8714</td>
<td>69.8898</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>68.4989</td>
<td>68.5051</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11: System performance measure proposed vs existing

Fig. 11 shows overall system performance using Hadoop and using normal system.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

Data is anonymized by removing the personal details to preserve the privacy of users. It indicates that it would not be possible to identify an individual only from the anonymized data. However, due to the availability of huge volumes of data and powerful data analytic tools, the existing anonymization techniques are becoming increasingly ineffective. In big data scenarios, anonymization needs to be more than just masking or generalizing certain fields. One needs to carefully analyze if the anonymized data are vulnerable to any attacks. For that, different attack models and information loss metric for big data anonymization is studied. Moreover, a Fingerprinting approach is used which can provide security against the ownership theft as well as it also helps trace the traitor if any unauthorized copy is found. In case of relational databases, insertion of fingerprint bit can change numeric data to some extent. This change in numeric data may not lead to loss in knowledge from database. The proposed insertion algorithm is independent primary key and it can efficiently trace the traitor.

Future Enhancement

The proposed architecture can be developed on hadoop base system with cube materialization and mapreduce with multi cloud environment. Also subset of holistic measures that are partially algebraic and propose the technique of value partitioning to make them easy to compute in parallel can be identified. Design algorithms that partition the cube lattice into batch areas to effectively exploit both the parallel processing power of MapReduce and the pruning power of cube materialization algorithms. Further the ability to surface interesting cube groups as part of the cube computation process can be demonstrated. Experiments over real and synthetic data show that MR-Cube algorithm efficiently distributes the computation workload across the machines and is able to complete cubing tasks at a scale where prior algorithms fail.
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